ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE:

TEREM CROSSOVER challenges traditional thinking about styles and genres! It is open to instrumental ensembles that do not fit the traditional mould, who have something to say and who are looking for their path.

We invite ensembles from 2 to 7 members, comprising any acoustic musical instruments, of any age.

Jury will comprise well-known musicians, composers, authoritative managers and producers from Russia, Europe and Asia.

Winners will be rewarded with large cash prizes and valuable awards, concerts at major venues all over Russia, foreign tours and much more!

Applications will be accepted starting from 1st of April till 30th of June, 2013.

COMPETITION RULES and detailed information - at terem.cc.

For more information please contact the Competition's Organizing Committee by e-mail: terem.competition@gmail.com, or by phone: +7 (812) 400-22-60.

WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU!
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